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tory in an easy to manage way, and ensure that all required documents such as 
contracts, transportation documents, or payment documents are available.  
As a result, the implementation of the proposed activities will facilitate the 
Customs control system, and speeds up the process of accomplishing Customs 
formalities, thereby increasing the throughput of Customs checkpoints and pas-
senger traffic.  
Customs administrations should aim for a reasonable and equitable balance 
between ensuring compliance and minimizing disruption and costs to legitimate 
trade and the public.  
Control of passengers and their clearance time through Customs can also be 
much improved by innovative procedures based on electronic advanced passen-
ger information systems.  
Facilitation and control need not conflict. If managed well, facilitation can 
enhance the success of control procedures. 
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Modern Customs Service of the Republic of Belarus is under the objective 
influence of the regional and international challenges and trends that have a di-
rect impact on its development and, ultimately, on the work results and safety in 
the sphere of foreign economic activity of the state.  
In this context, the gradual modernization and improvement of the Customs 
Service in order to meet modern challenges and threats is an essential element of 
the security of the Belarusian Customs border of the Eurasian Economic Union, 
the development of foreign economic relations of Belarus with other states and 
the national economy as a whole.  
The State Customs Committee has developed the main directions for the de-
velopment of the Customs Service of the Republic of Belarus for 2016-2020 and 
the forecast period until 2025, as well as indicators for assessing the implemen-
tation of the tasks that were established in the Guidelines and the Program for 
the implementation of measures.  
The document is based on the instructions of the Head of State, international 
experience and trends in Customs activity in existing and predicted conditions, 
long-term international agreements, conceptual approaches of the World Cus-
toms Organization to create an efficient Customs service, and scientific fore-
casts of sustainable socio-economic development of the Republic of Belarus.  
Priority is given to protecting the interests of the Republic of Belarus in the 
conditions of the Eurasian economic Union and using the advantages that give 
Belarusian business entities the freedom to move goods on the common Cus-
toms territory.  
The strategic targets of the Belarusian Customs Service are: to ensuring eco-
nomic security of the country, a rapid response to emerging risks and threats in 
the sphere of Customs, achievement of full collection of payments to the budget 
that are controlled by the State Customs Committee, organization of business 
conditions by improving the quality and efficiency of customs administration 
while optimizing the cost of providing activities.  
Organizational and technological modernization in the digital economy con-
ditions and modern technological modes allow the Customs Service significant-
ly reduce business costs for Customs clearance.  
In the context of export-oriented economy and transit attractiveness, freedom 
of entrepreneurship, the Customs Service of Belarus will provide services for 
the organization of foreign trade flows, in particular for optimizing the move-
ment of goods flows, the development of Customs logistics..  
The implementation of measures on the development of Customs Service 
will provide reduction of corruption risks in the sphere of Customs and minimi-
zation of committing corruption crimes by Customs officials. 
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The Guidelines have the specific tasks which are closely connected with the 
interests of the business community:  
 Further improvement of the electronic Customs declaration and system of 
automated decision support on the release of goods.
It is expected that the electronic remote request forms will be used by the 
Customs authorities when filing applications for issuing tax stamps, including 
banks and non-banking financial institutions in the register, applications for 
refunding overpaid customs duties in trade, as well as a number of other docu-
ments, which are currently delivered in paper form. 
The work on the development of a central database of personal accounts of 
taxpayers will be continued. As a result, it will be possible to control the pay-
ment of Customs charges in real-time before the release of goods. Business enti-
ties will be able to receive relevant information about the status of their personal 
account at any time. 
 Reducing the time of Customs operations, through improvement of co-
operation with the concerned authorities in the automated control of the docu-
ments, confirming compliance with the prohibitions and restrictions.
 Improvement of transit attractiveness. 
It is planned to minimize control operations while ensuring the security of 
the supply of goods based on risk analysis systems.  
Today the Customs authorities protect the economic interests of the state, in-
crease transit attractiveness and improve the investment climate, thereby creat-
ing favorable conditions for the successful development of international eco-
nomic cooperation. 
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